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Wall all you lucky little fans, as we have 
been proud.sing you for lo these many months, 
we are going to have an auction. Benefits 
will go to TAFF, which has its tongue sort of 
hanging out for the money®

As you most certain
ly ought to knew by now, TAFF (or the Trans 
Atlantic Fan Fund, as it is more mundanely 
known) finances a visit to America by one of 
the Anglofen each season, and then finances 
a* reciprocal (or "get even*) trip to England 
lay eno of our own home grown nuts.

« , The U.S®
candidates this year axe Bruce Polz, Il&rion 
Bradley^ and Wally (Whatnot) Weber* Xn order 
to railroad one of them out of the country 
and out of our hair for a while takes a cer® 
tain amount of financial stability ox. the 
•part of TAFF, That is where come w® 
are offering you the chance to help send the 
idiot of your choice to England. All you have 
to do is come to the Silverlake Playground at 
about 8x45 on '‘die 6th of June (Yes, that is 
this coming Thursday.) and spend a little 
money. I rean, it isn't like ua were asking 
for a complete collection of Cry or something. 
Just a few lousy bucks, thats all we wants

For a miserly sue^ an absolute pittance,you 
can aguire such treasures as a western Int 
decorated with Rotsler illos, a stack of rare 
old Amasings, artwork, and the everlasting 
gratitude of the TAFF representatives*

Okay, 
now you got that strait (err, straight?) we 
meet at the Silverlake Playground around 8:45. 
LASFS meets at the usual time » somewhore 
between 8s00pm and 8? 30- but we faithfully 
promise to have all the fooferaw out of the 
way by 8:45. (We may even get rid of its pub
lisher too.) Wow, doesn't that sound like a 
air enough deal? All right then, we?ll see you.



POLLING TUB AT LASTS

Tes,9 all you sweet people, tho ttae is once again drawing nigh when you shall 
have the chance to choose which bunch of kooks shall have the opportunity to 
harrass the LASTS speakers, bilk the treasury, and otherwise behave in a true 
LASESian mannexs Now> it has come to the attention of the so called "in group5* 
that numarona people' have been dissatisfied with the manner in which the meetings 
are currently being conducted® The 15 in group" wants it fully understood that 
they have no intention of flying under Hase colors® Listed below is the platform 
upon which -the "in group" will be running,. together with a list of the subscrib
ing members o If LASTS expects to get anything they will have to see that 
a good loyal club fan is elected., If they elect any member of the group listed 
belowf, they will have no gripe coming in the future
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every four club discussions., two shall be given over 
comics, 1 to fansines, and one to promags, movies.

and SF

Tiie members of the executive committee shall appear in 
costume at no less than two of the four monthly meetings®

There will be at least three parties during the half year, 
at which costumes will be jTiandatorya

Ths Executive Committee shall reserve th© right to 'narrass, 
interrupt, and otherwise annoy whoever has the floor.

The meetings will take place at any location chosen by 
the officers, with only one weeks notice given to the 
membership□

Any of the above may be changed at any time, depending
upon the wirhns of the of fie er sG

BRUCE PELX

DIAN GIRARD

JACK HARNESS
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